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ABSTRACT
This experimental study has three aims: (1) to give a

detailed description of imitative behavior as it develops duLi.ng the
first six months of life; (2) to ompare imitative responses
perceived through visual, kinesthetic and auditory modalities; and
(3) to describe and explain the regulating mechanisms and processes
present in the early development of imitation. To accomplish these
aims, 1: first-born female infants were tested in their homes every
two weeks between the ages of 1 and 6 months. A total of eight
visual, three kinesthetic and three auditory tests were administered.
Thirteen behavior categories were observed during both the control
and reaction periods. The two hypotheses formulated to guide the
research are supported by the data presented in the three main sets
of results. These results show that: (1) imitation exists as early as
1 month of age but is limited to certain types of models; (2) these
first imitative responses wane between 2 and 3 months of age; and (3)
there is absence of imitative response during the first 2 months of
life to some other types of models, (i.e. auditory) but once
imitation to these models comes in, it increases wi'ch age. (SDH)
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y talk will be divided in Lour parts, a short

introduction about the state of knowledge in the study of

imitation, the description of the experimental study on

imitation, some of the assumpticrs :amihypotheses that were

made and finally some of tho results.

LOTRODUCTIOA

The dabate in the literature on imitation started

at the and of the nineteenth century with theoretical specu-

lations that imitation is an instinct. Early during the

twentieth century just as animal experiments wore starting

the first psychological theories about imitation emerged.

Thus theories about imitation arc to be found among

psychoanalytic writings and also among writings by the

gestaltists. These were theories within the framework of

111) \,ho particular schools concerned and were not based on any

CI)
experimental or direct observations with humans.

In the early thirties naturalistic observations
iNfts wort, conducted by psychologists on their own children with

(7;) speLial interest in the origin and development of imitation

during the first year of life. These studios include the

works of Guillaume (1925), Piaget (1962) and Valentine (1930).

Guillaume was the first to atand against the view that

g:104 imitation is an instinct and together with Piagot offered

developmental theories about imitation.

There followed a series of experimental observations

with preschool, school-aged children and animals conducted

mostly in America which load to the description and explanation

41.1=41...m.14041114.1141.4111411111m411.11=11.41M00.1111111.11.Ite44.444.-44.44M414.44.1.

1 Presented at this B.P.S. Annual Mooting; Liverpool, 5-9

April, 1973.
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of imitation within the framework of learning theorise.

These studies together with some recent experimental obser-

vations on inf ants, i.e. Kaliski (1963), Paraskovopoulos

and Hunt (1971) and Uz'jiris (1972) are refined observations

but do not consider imitation from a developmental point of

view.

Pia9et's study of imitation stands out both for

the wealth of its observations and for its developmental

theoretical underpinning. Piaget stressed the fact that

imitation is a manifestation of the child's intelligence

and demonstrated how closely related its development is to

cognitive development during the sensori-motor period. He

described the development of imitation in terms of success

or failure, i.e. the infant's capacity at a certain age to

reproduce a particular model and stressed the fact that the

limits of each stage are set by the infant's cognitive

capacity at the time.

Piaget carried wit his study on hiw own three children

his method was clinical rather than experimental. I believe

that, for the further study of the development of imitation

during early life, it is now important to employ experi-

mentel methods that will permit replication of the findings;

at the same We any such method must be sensitive enough

to take into account variations in th3 individual infant's

capabilities within each stage of the development of imitation.

The necessity for observing gradual changes in imitation

as it develops requires also that the approach taken be

longitudinal rather than cross-sectional. There are a

number of concepts in the Piagetian approach that need

refining and expanding. I hope that the present work will

supplement his developmental theory.

This short review of the literature has served as

an introduction to assess the current state of knowledge

in the study of imitation and the theoretical orientation

of the experimental study which I am now going to &scribe.
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The aims of this cxpurimental study were as follows

a) to give a detailed description of imitative behaviour

as it develops during the first six months of life;

b) to make a comparison of imitative responses to three

groups of models, each perceived through a diffurunt

sensory modality, namely visual, kinaesthetic and

auditory

c) to describe and eXplain the regulating mochaninms and

procesoes present Lit the early development of imitation.

U MMTHOD AHD PROCEDURE

A. SAMPLE. The sample consisted of 12 first-born

normal female infants selected from the population

available at St Mary's Hospital in London.

B. PROCEDURE. The infants were visited in their

homes every two weeks from the time they were 1 month old

until 6 months. The visits took place immediately after

a feed. The infants were placed on a sofa in the supine

position with a pillot under their head throughout the control

period and the testing session. The mother was in the same

room but cut of the infant's sight. The experimenter's

face was within the infant's visual field and the baby could

look at her at will. Before the testing session each infant

was observed for a control period of 12 min. during which

the spontaneous activities were recorded and this provided

baseline :iota with which the infants' reactions to the tests

were compared. In fact during the control period there

wore twelve 3C -secs intervals of observation time inter-

spaced with twelve 30 secs note-taking time. The sessions

lasted a little over half an hour; if the baby started

fussing or crying at any time the session was suspended

and resumed as soon as she was calm again.

C. THE TESTS. The tests form three groups that

are described by the sensory modality through which they

are perceived. There are the visual (V) tests, the kinaes-

thetic (K) tests and the auditory (A) tests. The order of

administration varied by group of tests, thus 4 infants
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wuro given the tests in the order Vir 4 in th
MARIE

in order AVX

and 4 in the order RPM throughout the longitudinal study.

Each test was sdministured thrk:o times with an interval

of 30 secs botwean each administration.

This group included the following tents:

1. Four tongue protrusions without making any sound;

this constitutes ono administration of the tongue protrusion

test.

2. Four tongue protrusions accompanied by the sound

SI

3. Side to side rhythmical movements of the head.

This test was a replication of Piagot's test on his own

children. The experimenter gets th3 infant to follow the

movement of an object by moving it horizontally within the

infant's visual field. In order to follow it the' baby has

to rotate her head from one side to the other at least

three times. Once the head movement is obtained, the experi

menter drops the object and starts moving her head the same

way thu baby was moving her own.

4. The same t,:st is administered accompanied by the

sound "aa". The order of tests with or without sound was

counter-balanced over infants and over ages.

5. Opening and closing of the mouth without emitting

any sound; the opeaiag and closing is repeated four times

and.this constitutes one administration of the mouth

movements test.

6. The .ixperimenter moves her fingers for 10 EICC3'

while the baby is immobile.

From 4.5 months two additional tests are given in

this visual group of tests.

7. Hands Logether; the experimenter moves both hands

within the baby's visual field by bringing them together

and moving them apart four times.

8. Scratching and banging; the baby is seated on the

exrarimenter's lap. The experimenter scratches her dress

and waits for 30 secs then bangs on her lap and waits for

another 30 secs. The sequence is repeated three times.
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1. The experimenter gets hold of the baby's log from

the mid-calf and bonds and straightens it several times

rhythmically. As the test is given three times like all

the others the two leg* are alternated; i.e. first the left,

then the right than the left one again.

2. The experimenter gets hold of the baby's arm from

the elbow and moves it up and down parallel to the body

rhythmically.

3. The experimenter gots hold of baby's both legs

and bends and straightens them rhythmically with alternation

of the movement several times - Aacylo-like" movement.

atlatRELJIMPLAL-alitE

1. When the baby is silent the experimenter while in

face to face contact emits some vocal sounds selected from

the spontaneous repertoire of infants under one year of

age. They include single vowels and vowel groups, single

consonants and consonant groups, vowelconsonant or

consonant - -vowel groups and finally some rhythmical

sequences. Examples; a, o, oa etc., m q, br bvvv, pfff

etc., bu, ma, ag etc. and "aa aa aa a°, "maHma-ma-ma-loa"

2. The recording of a baby's babbling consistinq

mainly of sounds "m" and "a" was played on a tape recorder:

the duration was 15 sacs to make it comparable with the

duration of the other tests. This was repeated three times

with an interval of 30 secs between bhe playbacks. The

ago of the baby in the recording was 4.5 months.

3. The recording of a baby's high intensity crying

was played on the tape recordere the duration was 15 secs

repeated throe times with an interval of 30 secs between

the playbacks. The age of the baby in the recording is

2 months.

CAO During the administration of the recorded tests

414k there was no visual contact between the baby and the

experimenter.

The whole of the auditory group of tests was

recorded on a second tape recorder; that is the models as

well as the baby's vocal responses were recorded.
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D. T:E BEHAVIUUR CATEGORIES

It was ussantinl to look for and note the same

behaviour categories during the control period and across

all tess for the following reason. To say that a response

is imitative it is essential to show that it is similar to

the model and it occurs in response to it. It is also

essential to sh.l)w that it occurs a) more frequently following

the model than during the control period, and b) that it

occurs in r.;spense to a particular model and not equally

to every model.

So thi.: behaviour categories that were observed

and noted during both the control period and the reaction

to each test are thu following:

- Arousal, i.e. uncoordinated limb and 1),;(11, movements

- Head movements, spedifying if they are side-to-side

movements, single or rhythmical, quick or slow

- Arm movements, specifying the direction of the movement

and if one or both arms move

- Hand and finger movements

- Log and feet movements, a single motion or rhythmical

movemnts

- Scanning the environment

Eye fixation, specifying thu object of fixation

- Looking away

- Mouth and tongue movements, specifying if they are sucking

movements in thL void or related to an object and whether

the object is part of the baby's body or an external one

- Tongue protrusion

- Smiling

- Whimpering

- V"cal s,)unds, specifying if they are single vowels or

v-A4c1 groups, single consonants or consonant groups vowel-

7rmv.)s.

am now g;)ing to talk about the main assumptions,

u-id hypotheses related to them before I pass on to the
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Three assumptions woro made the first one has to

do with imitation and the other two with the discriminative

capacity of the young infant and hor motor abilities.

A. In order to imitate a perceived model, a

coordinatipn is nocessary between tho perception of it and

the motor reproduction of it. For example, in order to

imitate tongue protrusion there has to be a coordination

between the visual schema, to take up Piaget's terminology,

and the infant's propriocoptive, kinaosthotic, tactile

schema of tongue movement. This coordination may be an

intersensory one as in the example of the tongue protrusion

or intrasonsory as in the case of the kinaesthetic models.

Et. Work with infants in the laboratory has by

now established the fact that very young infants have a

very good discriminative capacity for perceived stimuli.

Classic examples aro Bower's (1966) and Carpenter's (1970,

1971 & 1972) studies on visual discrimination, Lips:.tt's

on olfactory (1963 a 1965) and gustatory (1972) discrimina-

tion and Eames and Siquoland's (1971) studies on acoustic

discrimination. The second assumption then is that the

infant perceives and discriminates among the models adminis-

tered to her and any difficulty she has in reproduction

will be due either to the lack of coordination between the

schemes involved or to an insufficiency connected with the

motor ability to raproduce the model.

Co Finally, the third assumption is that during

embryological aevelupment the foetus possesses and exercises

some reflexes and movements. Thu earliest reflexes have

to do with the head, the mouth and the tongue as in the

case of sucking and rooting as has baen shown by the work

of Humphrey (1954 a 1971) The movements that a foetus makes

are mainly body, 1(Ai and foot movements.

The reflexes available to the infant at birth form

an organized totality. A good example is the rooting reflex

where the head turns towards the source of stimulation and

7
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the mouth opens at the same time, or the palmar-montal

and Babkin reflexes when pressure on the palm causes

chin lifting in one case and graoping with simultaneous

opening of the mouth in the other. This totality gets

dissociated with the disappearance of the reflexes and now

differentiations and coordinations appear in the course

of sensori-motor development, (Nounoud, 1971).

Hypotheses

A. The first hypothesis will carry this last

assumption a little bit further. I think that in the first

two months of life there is an organized totality not only

of the reflexes available to the organism, but also of the

infant with her environment. So one would expect certain

particular inter- and intrasensory coordinations to exist

during early postnatal life, If the dissociation-differentiation

principle is true, one would expect these particular

coordinations to disappear and the capacity for imitation

to shift along with them.

B. The second hypothesis accordingly is that

during the First 2 months of life there is going to be

selective imitation. The preference and success of imitation

will be dependent upon a) the embroyological experience of

the infant which has to do with the reflexes the foetus

possesses and the movements it makes, but also b) the

movements that the infant exercises spcntaneous'.y during

early postnatal life. So one woula expect the privileged

models to have to do witn the head, the mouth and the legs.

On the other hand, models that can be reproduced

by parts of the body that are not exercised. during the

embroyological development or immediately after birth will

not be imitated. These are the auditory models and the ones

that have to de with fine finger movements.

I must stress the fact that these are only two

of the hypotheses that were made; there are others about the approxi-

mations between the model and its reproduction or the aspects and
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features of the model that are first imitated or oven others

about the function of imitation during early life, but there

is no time to discuss them hero today.

IV THE RESULTS

There are three: main sets of results that I am

presenting here today. They show thatt

a) as early as 1 month there is imitation, but it

is limited to certain types of models:

b) there is a waning of these first imitative

responses between 2 and 3 months of agei and

c) there is absence of imitative response during

the first 2 months of life to some other types of models,

but once imitation to these models comes in it increases

with age.

What is called imitation depends of course on

the operational definition one gives it, so for lack of

such a definition that would fit all my models, I would

rather at this stage of knowledge anyway, describe the

infant's response to the tests rather than call it imitative

and I shall ao that as we go along with the slides. Let

me just add that no order effects were found and the

reliability study showed 92% agreement between two observers

on the count of the presence and absence of the behaviour

categories at the tests and during the control period.

Insert figures 1, 2 and 3 about here
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The frequency of the occurence of the behaviours

shown in all the graphs is given in percentages to make

comparable the responses to the tests with the spontaneous

occurence of similar kehaviours during the control period,

as the maximum possible differed in each case. In the case

of the response to tna tests, tne naximum possible frequency

of occurence at each age level is 36 (12 babies x

administnitions of each item). In the case of the sponta-

neous behaviour during the control period the maximum possible

frequency of occurence at each age level is 144 (12 babies x

12 time intervals during which the behaviour might have

occured.)

Figure 1 shows the frequency at which the tongue

protrusion response was given to the tongue protrusion model.

The trend is quite clear and significant .(p 4.05). There

is presence of the imitative behaviour at 1 month and then

it decreases until it becomes sporadic from 2.5 months

onwards. At 1 month all infants except one gave at least

one imitative response to the tongue protrusion modal. On

the other hand, one infant kept imitating the model of tongue

protrusion, but as I discovered later, she was reinforced by

her father for sticking the tongue out as this became a

privileged means of communication betocen them. It is to

be noted that the presence of sound in the model seems to

suppress the capacity for the reproduction of the movement.

Imitation of tongue protrusion is observed again around the

end of the first year of life as Piagot has reported and

as it was in fact confirmed by th-:. pilot study that preceded

this work.

Figure i shows the frequency of mouth movements

given as a response to the mouth movement model. This item

was introduced rather late, herce the: variabla N at each

age group. The general trend is the same as for the tongue

protrusion. In the case of the tongue protrusion model

exact reproduction was obtained whereas in the case of

the: mouth movements model, there was a combination of
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approximations and du:oruations, that is to say sucL.ing

movements, presbing of the lips, lickin4 etc. Vac mey 14

fact account for thw amoothur slop, of ahu curve.

Figure 3 shows the timluiJncy of moutil and tongue

movmants that occur spontaneously (wring t) control period

and the frequency of the spontanwous occur4nco of tonguu

protrusion. It is obvious that the trend of the imitative

response follows closely thu trend of the spontanous

occurunca of mouth and tonvue movea:nts and in the catx; of

the tonguo protrusion the imicativu response is obtained

significantly more following the model than spontaneously.

....weMWOMMemlmoOenomm.a
Insert figure 4 about here
4.11romovw Ink SP 0.1114

Figure 4 unows the frequ..;ncy of the imitative

response to tha head movument woklA as wall as ti7a frequency

of the spontaneous occurencu of hi:ad movalunts. Here

again if on comparus Ulu first 3 months to th.:) cecond

3 moths of life, the frequency o1 occaronce o2 the imitative

response dininishk:s, the trend rsach significanco (0 .05)

between 3 and 4 months, The late introduction of thu model

with sound accounts for tlw absence: of tatitativ. response

to this modal at 1 month. is wo:th noting that in this

no..01 sound seams !acilitatL! the iulitation of the

movevient, so that Liao drop its t.,:,:layed for the moUel with

sound by half a month. What was c.'.11x.ti imitative response

in this car., was in fact a r4tuct:!.on which couiu be described

as a quick slight horizontal wov,im,at of thu head around

the midlina. spontanuouti rhythmical cide to side move

ments of to had art. of reenter araplitud:: aau slower than

the movami=nt obtained in ilAtatioa of th..4 mode]..

Prom the kinaesthetic group of toy -" is

.04 . I1 . u ens . _

4ast:t figure 5 about iu.)x... ..... 11.,
figure 5 shows the frequency of a) th., correct

reproduction of the model; this r..sponse involves only the

correct leg at thu exclusion of any other bahaviour;
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b) the response that was called reduction; i.e. correct leg

exclusively but instead of the leg it is the foot that

moves rhythmically up and down; and c) the frequency of

the'correct localization' response) that is imitation and

reduction put together. It is worth noting that a slight

downward trend is obtained between 1 and 2.5 months,

if one looks at the 'correct localization' curve only, an

upward trend is obtained before six months whereas in the

case of mouth and tongue movements this dons not happen

until much later.

All the above graphs show that indeed the imitation

of the models involving the mouth, the tongue, the head and

the leg is obtained more reliably during the first 2 months

of life than say at 4 months. The developmental trends

of imitative response reached significance for the tongue

protrusion and the head movement models. In the case of

the head movement the trend was obtained at a later age and

one could argue that this happebed because it was the only

model that could be imitated by the direct continuation of

the infant's accommodating movements.

Figures 6 to 12 will illustrate imitations that

show different developmental trends.

Insert figures 6, 7 and 8 about here

For the finger movements model imitation is absent

at is month and very rare at 1.5 months. Then we obtain

three distinct types of response ; at 2 and 2.5 months th%;

infant imitates the model only at its presence, that is moves

her fingers while watching the experimenter's fingers move

without looking at hur own hands. At 3 months the imitative

behaviour changes, that is the baby imitates the movement

once the model has disappeared and watches her own fingers

move. Lastly, from 5 months onwards the infant imitates

the model once it has disappeared but again without looking

at her own hands.
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Figure 6 shows the frequency of the imitation of

the finger movements modal with or without looking at own

hands.

Figure 7 shows the frequency of the spontaneous

finger movements and the spontaneous looking at own hands

which makes it ,Appearance at 2.5 months.

Figure 8 shows the frequency of the imitative

response to the finger movements model (with, plus without

looking) and the frequency of the spontaneous finger movements,

plus looking at own hands. Although spontaneous movements

of the fingers occurred with roughly the same frequency

throughout the age range examined imitative movements of

the fingers increased from start to finish. The greatest

increase happened about the time the babies were looking

spontaneously more at their own fingers.

From the kinaesthetic group of tests:

Insert figure 9 about here

As for the leg, there are three types of response

plotted in figure 9: correct reproduction of the movement;

movement of the correct hand which is reduction; and

'correct localization' i.e. imitation, plus reduction. As

for the imitation of the finger movements the frequency of

occurence of the imitative response increases with age.

Finally the responses to the auditory group of

tests show similar developmental trends as the imitative

responses to the finger uovements model and the arm

movement model.

Insert figures 10, 11 and 12 about here

Figure 10 shows the frequency of the spontaneous

occurence of vocalizations during the control period which

increases with age; (the slight drop at 6 months is worth

noting) and the frequency of the vocal responses of the
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infants to the experimenter's sounds. It is obvious that

the response to sound by sound that is plotted here follows

the general trend of the spontaneous vocalizations, that

is increases v'th age but there are more vocalizations

when the baby hears a sound than when she does not. It is

to be noted that the behaviour called vocal response is

simply any vocal sound that the baby gave as a response to

the experimenter's sounds. The analysis of the results

to thin test is not complete as it is extremely difficult

and time consuming to analyse the sounds that the infants

make.

Figure 11 shows the frequency of the reproduction

of the recorded babbling model which increases with ago and

the frequency of the approximations which decrease with age.

Approximations include any sound given by the infant during

the intervals between the playbacks of the recordings.

Reproduction is the vocal response obtained during the

intervals containing the sounds "m" and "a" exclusivelyv

and repeated more than once as in the model.

Finally, figure 12 shows the frequency of the

responses given to the recorded crying model. The first

type of response obtained for this model is contagious

crying, that is the baby starts crying upon hearing the

model and does not stop unless she is picked up and comfor-

ted. This is the most common reaction up to 2.5 months and

then disappears. From 2.5 months onwards the response

called rQprodaction of the model starts to occur and its

frequency increases with age. There are two conditions

to be fulfilled for including the infant's response in

this category: a) one is that the response was not a

continua -ion of the response given to the previous recorded

babbling model to which some babies give a whimpering

response; and b) the second condition is that the response

is given more than once during each interval. Lastly,

the response called mimicry, i.e. crying face, follows

closely the trend of the reproduction curve. This type of

Lusponse i3 obtained either during the presence of the

model or immediately afterwards, or both, and it may or

may not result in a vocal response.
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On the whole the vocal responses to vocal sounc..s

as well as the efforts to imitate the recorded models

increase with age over the first six months of life and

show the same developmental trends as the imitative

behaviours of fine finger movements and arm movements.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we can say that the original

assumptions and hypotheses have been supported by the data

analysed so far. That is, certain inter- and intrasensory

coordinations exist during the first 2 months of life.

The capacity to imitate also exists and seems to be selective;

it is dependent upon the embryological history of the infant

and also the spontaneous exorcise of schemas during the first

3 months of prenatal life. It is thus that only models

involving the head, the mouth and the tongue are imitated

during that period. The disappearance of the imitative

capacity of these models may be due to the dissociation/

differentiation principle.

From 2 months onwards auditory models and the ones

that hAve to do with the arm and fine finger movements are

imitated and the imitative response increases with age.

The question still remains why does the infant

imitate? This, I should emphasize, was a study of non-

reinforced imitation.

It seems to me there are two explanations; there may

be others but I wuuld rather mention the ones I belieie are

the more likely ones.

The first one is inspired by Piaget's theory. He

has stated that tha function of imitation is accommodation.

If one accepts his 'equilibration procere, (in other words

that intelligence is adaptation and tends towards an

equilibrium between the organism and the environment), then

one could argue that the administration of the model to an
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organism disrupts any state of equilibrium the organism may

be in and the imitative response is among the acts that

tend to restore equilibrium.

The second explanation could be that imitation has

a biological-social function, that is communication between

two organisms. If imitation serves as a means of communica-

tion between the infant and the human beings in his environ-

ment, then it is natural that it occurs often before the

appearenQe of smiling on the one hand and of language on

the other.
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1. Tongue protrusion model

2. Mouth movement model

3. spontaneous mouth and tongue movements

4. Head stovements ..2entameous and imitative

5. one leg movement model

6. Finger movements model

7. Spontaneous finger movements

8. Finger movements - Spontaneous and imitative

9. One ara movement mociel

10. Vocalizations - spontaneous and imitatiw

11. Recorded babbling model

12. Recorded crying model
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